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At the onset of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) global pandemic, our interdisciplinary team hypothesized
that a mathematical misconception—whole number bias (WNB)—contributed to beliefs that COVID-19 was
less fatal than the ﬂu. We created a brief online educational intervention for adults, leveraging evidence-based
cognitive science research, to promote accurate understanding of rational numbers related to COVID-19.
Participants from a Qualtrics panel (N = 1,297; 75% White) were randomly assigned to an intervention or control
condition, solved health-related math problems, and subsequently completed 10 days of daily diaries in which
health cognitions and affect were assessed. Participants who engaged with the intervention, relative to those in the
control condition, were more accurate and less likely to explicitly mention WNB errors in their strategy reports as
they solved COVID-19-related math problems. Math anxiety was positively associated with risk perceptions,
worry, and negative affect immediately after the intervention and across the daily diaries. These results extend the
beneﬁts of worked examples in a practically relevant domain. Ameliorating WNB errors could not only help
people think more accurately about COVID-19 statistics expressed as rational numbers, but also about novel
future health crises, or any other context that involves information expressed as rational numbers.
Public Signiﬁcance Statement
In late March 2020 at the beginning of the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, we conducted a
randomized controlled trial in which a large panel of U.S. adults (N = 1,297) was randomly assigned to
either an educational intervention or a control condition. Those in the educational intervention learned how
to accurately compare case-fatality rates for the ﬂu versus COVID-19 by engaging with a brief, online
tutorial, which taught them step-by-step how to divide the number of deaths by the number of cases and
then compare to ﬁnd the most fatal virus. The training decreased the likelihood that people mistakenly
focused just on the number of deaths, which would have led them to the mistaken conclusion that the ﬂu
was more fatal than COVID-19.
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coronavirus disease (COVID-19) have constantly evolved throughout
the course of the pandemic. The lack of clear and consistent guidelines about how to curb the spread of the virus at the local, state,

In early 2020, COVID-19 became a global pandemic, and the
World Health Organization (WHO, 2020) warned of an “infodemic.”
Information, misinformation, and disinformation about the severity of
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national, and global levels likely reduced engagement in recommended health behaviors (e.g., wearing masks; Mills et al., 2020).
COVID-19 statistics are commonly presented as rational
numbers—whole number frequencies, fractions, or percentages—
that are easily misunderstood. In the current experiment, we ﬁrst
demonstrated that misunderstanding of COVID fatality rates is due,
in part, to whole number bias (WNB), a common mathematical
misconception in which participants focus on whole number numerator and denominator components and not the holistic magnitude of
the fractions (Ni & Zhou, 2005). We tested whether an online
educational intervention aimed at reducing WNB improved adults’
mathematical reasoning about health statistics comparing
COVID-19 and the ﬂu. Then, we explored the downstream effects
of the intervention on perceived risk, worry, affect, and health
behaviors across 10 days of daily diaries. One reason to focus on
rational number understanding as a potential predictor of health
cognitions about COVID-19 is that rational number understanding is malleable (e.g., Fazio et al., 2016; Fuchs et al., 2016;
Sidney, Thompson, et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2020).
WNB occurs when people incorrectly use whole number knowledge to reason about rational numbers (Alibali & Sidney, 2015;
Fitzsimmons et al., 2020; Ni & Zhou, 2005; Siegler et al., 2011;
Thompson & Opfer, 2008). For example, for the ratio 15/30, people
may think about the numerator, 15, or the denominator, 30, as whole
numbers in isolation rather than as parts of a ratio (15/30 = ½ =
50% = 0.50). People of different ages (Alibali & Sidney, 2015;
Braithwaite & Siegler, 2018; Fazio et al., 2016; Fitzsimmons et al.,
2020; Ni & Zhou, 2005; Opfer & Devries, 2008), expertise levels
(Obersteiner et al., 2013), and cultures (Alonso-Diaz et al., 2019;
DeWolf & Vosniadou, 2015; Gómez et al., 2015; Van Hoof et al.,
2020) make WNB errors. Reasoning about the magnitude of ratios
compared to whole numbers is more effortful, error-prone, and timeconsuming (e.g., Fazio et al., 2014; Siegler et al., 2011; Yu et al.,
2020). According to dual-processing theories, people must ﬁrst inhibit
automatic, over-practiced whole-number processes before engaging in
effortful, strategic rational number processes (Vamvakoussi, 2015;
Vamvakoussi & Vosniadou, 2010; Vosniadou, 2014). Thus, WNB can
occur when whole-number processing is not inhibited.
The impetus for this study was our repeated observation of a
speciﬁc way of communicating COVID-19 statistics in the media in
early 2020 (e.g., Faust, 2020; Faust & Del Rio, 2020a, 2020b;
Rettner, 2020; Walker, 2020; Yan, 2020) that we hypothesized and
would lead people to commit WNB errors. Even though media
sources showed the number of deaths and the number of cases
together (as in the left two columns of Table 1), they frequently
compared only the total number of COVID-19 versus ﬂu deaths. For
example, one popular press article was titled, The ﬂu has killed far

more people than coronavirus. So why all the frenzy about COVID19? (Netburn, 2020). The article went on to indicate, “The ﬂu has
killed tens of thousands more people : : : So why is everyone
freaking out about the coronavirus?” It is true that the vast majority
of people live through ﬂu season every year, with only a small
proportion of people dying. However, considering only the absolute
number of deaths (22,000 ﬂu deaths > 9,318 COVID-19 deaths in
mid-March; Table 1) or the absolute number of people infected with
either virus (36,000,000 ﬂu cases > 227,743 COVID-19 cases;
Table 1) can lead to the mistaken conclusion that people who get
COVID-19 are less likely to die than people who get the ﬂu.
Assessing relative fatality depends on considering the death rates
that are deﬁned by the number of deaths relative to the total number of
people infected (fatalityﬂu_rate = .06%; fatalityCOVID_rate = 4.1%).
Without these relative comparisons, WNB could result in underestimating the likelihood that any particular infected individual in a
population would die from COVID-19. That is, both the number of
deaths in isolation and the number of infections in isolation point to the
ﬂu being a more severe disease. One cannot compare fatality rates
without ﬁrst dividing deaths by the number of infected individuals.
Importantly, we are taking the stance that to engage in informed
decision making, it is important to understand the case-fatality rate—
the proportion of infected individuals who die—and not simply the
proportion of an overall population (e.g., U.S. adults) who die from a
given disease. This is important because with a highly contagious
disease, such as COVID-19, the absolute number of deaths as a
function of the population will increase dramatically as the disease
spreads exponentially, whereas the case-fatality rate should remain
more stable over time (barring factors such as improved treatment
options and better detection/testing availability). For example, in March
2020, early case-fatality rates for COVID-19 were estimated between
1% and 5% across the globe (Yang et al., 2020), yet the media
emphasis was on only the very low absolute number of deaths in
the U.S. at that time (see WHO Situation Reports). This practice of
reporting was misleading, as case-fatality rates suggested that if left
unchecked, COVID-19 would be responsible for millions of deaths in
the U.S. Thus, focusing on the absolute deaths from a virus early in a
pandemic could result in underestimating the severity of disease
relative to focusing on the case-fatality rate. In the speciﬁc context of
COVID-19, given the low number of absolute deaths from COVID-19
in mid-March 2020, people may have discounted the virus as a
nonsevere health threat. Thus, the purpose of our intervention was
to highlight the importance of the COVID-19 case-fatality rate and
teach individuals how to correctly calculate and reason about the
magnitude of proportions in this critical, real-world context. From a
public health perspective, it may be important for people to understand
that the overall case-fatality rate of COVID-19 was higher than that of

Table 1
COVID-19 and Flu Statistics as of Mid-March 2020 When Data Were Collected
Virus

Number of deaths

Total number of people infected

Case-fatality ratioa

Flu
COVID-19

22,000
9,318

36,000,000
227,743

22,000/36,000,000 = 0.00061 = .06%
9,318/227,743 = 0.041 = 4.1%

Note. Coronavirus disease = COVID-19.
a
Statistics for the ﬂu are U.S. numbers; statistics for COVID-19 are global numbers, sourced from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2020) and
Johns Hopkins University and Medicine (2020) websites in March 2020. As of November 2021, approximately 5 million people had died and nearly 250 million
people had been infected by COVID-19. This is a 2.01% case-fatality rate.
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the ﬂu, even if any particular individual’s risk of death from COVID-19
was not high. Furthermore, the intervention did not attempt to convince
individuals that the COVID-19 case-fatality rate represented their own
likelihood of dying from COVID, because the risk factors for COVID19-related death were largely unknown at the time of data collection in
March 2020.
In the midst of the pandemic, the denominator, or the number of
people who were infected with COVID-19 was unknown. This was
especially true in the U.S. given the lack of widespread testing for
the virus at the time of data collection in March 2020. Early in the
pandemic, the director of the National Institute of Allergy and
Infectious Diseases indicated that COVID-19 was likely 10 times
more fatal than the ﬂu (Huang, 2020). Although these public health
statements were crucial, because they could arguably inﬂuence
people to take measures that would literally save lives in the moment
as the global pandemic was unfolding, these statements were
frequently countered by other contradictory statements from perceived experts and leaders. It is for this reason that we created and
tested an educational intervention to decrease adults’ WNB errors
and to promote accurate interpretation of COVID-19 health statistics. The aim was to test if participants who received the intervention
could better recognize the importance of considering the proportion
of people who were infected with COVID-19 who died from the
virus (i.e., the case-fatality rate). Although there are existing
evidence-based interventions that have improved rational number
understanding for children (Braithwaite & Siegler, 2020; Fazio
et al., 2016; Fuchs et al., 2016; Rittle-Johnson et al., 2001;
Schwartz et al., 2011; Sidney et al., 2021), WNB errors continue
to persist into adulthood (e.g., DeWolf & Vosniadou, 2015;
Obersteiner et al., 2013), and no math cognition interventions for
WNB have been developed for adults despite the relevance to health
estimation. In the present study, we employed a general instructional
intervention, a worked example (McGinn et al., 2015), to target the
WNB misconception in adults in the midst of a health crisis.

Worked Example Intervention
To improve adults’ understanding of COVID-19 risk, we
included worked examples (Fitzsimmons et al., 2021; McGinn
et al., 2015; Renkl, 2014), analogies to familiar contexts (Sidney
& Thompson, 2019; Sidney et al., 2021; Thompson & Opfer, 2010;
Yu et al., 2020), and number lines to visualize numerical magnitudes
(Opfer et al., 2016; Opfer & Siegler, 2007; Opfer & Thompson,
2008; Sidney et al., 2021; Thompson & Opfer, 2008, 2016) which
have all been shown to be effective in the domain of math cognition.
The brief intervention included a worked example that explained
how to calculate ﬂu versus COVID-19 case-fatality rates in a stepby-step manner to increase procedural and conceptual understanding (Rittle-Johnson, 2017). The worked example began with an
analogy to a more familiar context, because prior work (Schwartz
et al., 2011; Sidney & Alibali, 2017; Sidney & Thompson, 2019)
has shown that a preparatory, warm-up exercise prompts people to
draw analogies from their relevant prior knowledge to the context at
hand. Finally, the worked example concluded with a visualization of
ﬂu versus COVID-19 fatality rates on a number line. Number lines,
relative to other types of visual models (circle or rectangle area
models), have been shown to promote accurate reasoning about the
magnitudes of all numbers, including rational numbers (Mielicki
et al., 2021; Sidney et al., 2021; Siegler, 2016; Siegler et al., 2011).

That is, adults learned how to think about the holistic magnitude
of each virus’ rate instead of falling prey to WNB by inaccurately
reasoning about the numerator and denominator components in
isolation. Decreasing WNB errors should allow individuals to
correctly calculate and compare COVID-19 and ﬂu case-fatality
rates, which should reinforce the conclusion that COVID-19 is more
fatal than the ﬂu and should be taken seriously.
We argue that WNB can impede accurately judging one’s disease
risk and appropriately calibrating disease worry. Here, we use the
term risk perceptions to refer speciﬁcally to thoughts or feelings
about the likelihood of developing a disease, or one’s perceived
susceptibility. Disease worry (Chapman & Coups, 2006; Portnoy
et al., 2014) refers to affective concern about developing a disease.
Perceived disease risk and disease worry are related, yet distinct,
constructs (Ferrer et al., 2016; Taber et al., 2021) that directly
inﬂuence engagement in health behaviors (Brewer et al., 2007;
Hay et al., 2006; Sheeran et al., 2014). We argue that perceived
disease risk and worry inherently involve magnitude judgments, as
people must consider the magnitude of an outcome (e.g., likelihood
of becoming infected or dying from COVID-19). Even if the two
disease rates were equal in magnitude, people could be swayed by
the size of the whole number components. For example, individuals
are less precise when they estimate the magnitude of fractions with
larger components relative to smaller components (e.g., 15/30
versus ½; Braithwaite & Siegler, 2018; Fitzsimmons et al., 2020;
Woodbury et al., under review). In prior research, constructs similar
to WNB—ratio bias and denominator neglect—have been shown to
impair health-related decisions (Lipkus & Peters, 2009; Nelson
et al., 2008; Peters, 2012; Reyna & Brainerd, 2008; Reyna et al.,
2009; Thompson et al., 2021)1.

The Present Study
In the present study, we demonstrated that WNB is often the result
of focusing on either the numerator or denominator in isolation and
that focusing on the relative magnitude of ratios can help overcome
this misconception. That is, we applied theory from math cognition
(Siegler et al., 2011) to help adults override the penchant to
automatically consider only the whole number components in a
ratio instead of processing the ratio’s holistic magnitude. Speciﬁcally, the integrated theory of whole numbers and fractions development (Siegler, 2016; Siegler et al., 2011) indicates that what all
numbers, whole numbers and fractions included, have in common is
that their magnitudes can be placed on a number line. It is for this
reason that our intervention included a step-by-step explanation of
how to calculate case-fatality rates, instead of focusing on independent numerator and/or denominator components, and to represent
1

We chose to describe this error as whole number bias (e.g., Alibali &
Sidney, 2015; Ni & Zhou, 2005; Van Hoof et al., 2015) because it
encapsulates a wide range of errors, including ratio bias and denominator
neglect. For instance, those who commit denominator neglect pay attention
to numerators only, yet evidence from math cognition suggests that people
can also ignore numerators and focus on denominators instead. Whole
number bias is evident in conceptual understanding of rational numbers
(e.g., density: the inﬁnite numbers between any two rational numbers),
arithmetic operations (e.g., misapplying whole-number operations during
fraction arithmetic), and magnitude knowledge (e.g., comparing numerators
or denominators in isolation).
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these magnitudes on number lines, so that they could be directly
compared to one another.
Our primary hypotheses were that (a) WNB errors, reﬂected in
both strategy reports and performance accuracy on health-related
math problems, would be common across conditions at pretest (see
Thompson et al., 2020 for example of whole-number bias; WNB
errors common early in the pandemic), but that (b) after training,
intervention participants would be more accurate on math problems
related to COVID-19 and less likely than control participants to
report WNB errors in their strategies. In our preregistration (https://
osf.io/9hc7d), we stated that we would code participants’ strategy
reports to evaluate whether they were using math or nonmath
strategies and whether their math strategies were correct. Although
not stated explicitly in the preregistration, the incorrect strategies
that we were most interested in were strategies consistent with WNB
(see Thompson et al., 2020).
An additional exploratory aim was to assess the effect of the
intervention and math anxiety on risk perceptions, worry, affect, and
health behavior. Given our expectation that the intervention would
lead to a more accurate understanding of COVID-19 case-fatality
rates, we expected that intervention participants, relative to control
participants, would report greater perceived risk and worry regarding COVID-19 given their ability to calculate a case-fatality rate.
However, this was not explicitly stated in the preregistration. Given
our applied interest in promoting engagement in recommended
health behaviors, we also explored whether the intervention
inﬂuenced positive and negative affect and health behaviors
(e.g., social distancing, mask wearing) across 10 days following
the intervention.
See Figure 1 for our theory of change. We propose that
learners bring important individual differences to the learning
environment (i.e., general math skills, math anxiety, and gender). The educational intervention’s proposed mechanism of
change is that it teaches people the importance of computing
and comparing the holistic magnitudes of ratios, and indicates
that relying on individual whole number components of the
ratios leads to errors when thinking about case-fatality rates.
Reasoning about holistic magnitudes increases the likelihood of
answering the COVID-19 health-related math problems correctly and decreases the likelihood of reporting a WNB strategy
to solve these problems. Therefore, we examined whether individual differences shown to be important in other empirical
studies of rational number understanding—number line estimation, math anxiety, and gender—also had an effect here.

• First, rational number estimation precision is a proxy for
general math skills, because it is strongly correlated with
math achievement (Fazio et al., 2014; Siegler & Thompson,
2014; Siegler et al., 2011). People who struggle with rational
number magnitudes exhibit higher math anxiety (Sidney,
Thalluri, et al., 2019) and score lower on objective measures of numeracy (Choi et al., 2020).

• Second, math anxiety and negative attitudes about math
could increase the likelihood of WNB by leading people to
avoid thinking deeply about rational numbers. All types of
numbers can elicit math anxiety (Ashcraft, 2002; Ashcraft &
Krause, 2007), or apprehension about mathematics (Beilock
et al., 2010). Math anxiety may be exacerbated for rational

Figure 1
Theory of Change for Educational Intervention

Note. Note that PAE = percent absolute error, which is a measure of
precision on the number line estimation task which taps into underlying
magnitude understanding. The mechanism of change involves improving
adults’ ability to reason more accurately about rational numbers in a variety
of health-related math problems after the intervention. This occurs because
adults report using fewer whole number bias strategies after engaging with
the intervention. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.

numbers, because people report disliking rational numbers
more than whole numbers (Sidney et al., 2021).

• Finally, we considered the effects of gender, because women
show lower estimation precision (Hutchison et al., 2019;
Rivers et al., 2021; Thompson & Opfer, 2008), more math
anxiety (Dowker et al., 2016), and more negative math
attitudes than men (Sidney et al., 2021).
In the current investigation, we borrowed best practices from
interventions with children that could prove worthwhile for
dispelling the mathematical misconception, WNB, and thus improve adults’ rational number understanding about COVID-19
statistics. To investigate our hypotheses, we collected data from
March 24 to April 9, 2020 when COVID-19 “stay-at-home”
orders were beginning across the U.S. To the best of our knowledge, no other math interventions have taken a daily diary
approach to track the longevity of intervention effects. This study
is also unique in that we used a critically important externally
valid context to examine theoretically motivated basic science
questions about WNB.
At the time of data collection, news and media outlets were
providing the kind of statistics presented in our intervention that
emphasized overall population case-fatality rates. This information
was always presented as ratios, or just as the numerator, and not as
percentages, which would have been easier and more intuitive to
interpret (Moss & Case, 1999; Siegler et al., 2011). Thus, the goal
was to help people interpret the types of statistics that were
available through media outlets at the time; the goal was not to
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test whether providing the information in different ways, or
providing different types of information (i.e., more personalized),
improved comprehension or increased adherence to preventive
behaviors. Furthermore, our goal with the present study was to
create an intervention that could provide adults with the rationalnumber skills that they needed to ﬁgure out case-fatality rates in
any scenario if they were presented with the number of deaths and
the total number of infected cases. Thus, rather than targeting the
optimal ways that media outlets should report statistics to improve
comprehension, we wanted to improve adults’ ability to interpret
statistics accurately regardless of whether they are presented in an
optimal format.

Method
Participants
This study was approved by the Kent State University Institutional Review Board; all participants provided online consent for
their participation, and their participation was voluntary. Data were
collected from March 24 to April 9, 2020 through Qualtrics panels.
All recruitment occurred through panels of respondents that were
managed by Qualtrics. The research team did not actively recruit for
the present study or create any materials to advertise the study.
Qualtrics managed the stratiﬁcation of gender, age, and educational
attainment based on agreed-upon quotas. If participants from the
Qualtrics panel chose to participate, they clicked on the link for our
study which was programmed to run on the Qualtrics platform.
In our preregistration (https://osf.io/9hc7d), we planned to sample
1,200 people and to obtain daily diary data from at least 625. This
stopping rule was based on the availability of funds to collect the
data via the Qualtrics panel. We sought to recruit equivalent
numbers of males and females and to stratify by educational
attainment to represent education levels in the U.S. population,
although in the ﬁnal sample, a smaller proportion of people (3.93%)
had earned less than a high school diploma than in the overall U.S.
population (12.3%, United States Census Bureau, 2018). Approximately 75% of participants self-identiﬁed as White, 46% identiﬁed
as male, 41% reported being employed for wages, and 70% reported
having between some college experience and a graduate degree. The
average reported age of participants was 46.90 years (SD =
17.34 years; range: 18–85 years). See Table 2 for demographics.
We embedded checks on attention and engagement during the
baseline assessment and over the 10 days of daily diaries (Behrend
et al., 2011; Hauser & Schwarz, 2016; Meyerson & Tryon, 2003).
Preregistered data cleaning processes (e.g., nonsensical open-ended
responses, patterned responding, use of less than 10% of the line on
estimation tasks, etc.), detailed in Appendix A, reduced the sample
from an initial 2,693 adults who consented to 1,297 who provided
adequate data and compliance. Participants were primarily excluded
based on short completion time or failing one of the two attention
checks. There were some differences between those included and
those excluded from analysis: those excluded were younger and
more likely to be white, female, students, or self-employed. They
were also more likely to report lower income, to have taken fewer
math courses, to be incorrect on the objective numeracy and baseline
health-related math problem-solving question, and less likely to be
retired or employed for wages.

Table 2
Participant Characteristics
Sociodemographic factors
Race and ethnicity
White
Black or African American
American Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian or Paciﬁc Islander
Hispanic or Latino
Other
Did not report
Multiple
Employment
Employed for wages
Self-employed
Out of work >1 year
Out of work <1 year
Homemaker
Student
Retired
Rather not report
Gender
Male
Women
Other gender
Rather not report
Education
<High school and high school
Some college or associates
Bachelor’s
Graduate degree
Income
<15,000
15,000–24,999
25,000–34,999
35,000–49,999
50,000–74,999
75,000–99,999
100,000–149,999
150,000–199,999
>200,000
Would rather not report
Math courses taken
Sum of math courses (max of 11)

N

%

969
134
8
50
3
51
13
3
66

74.71
10.33
0.62
3.86
0.23
3.93
1.00
0.23
5.09

536
112
77
55
91
96
315
15

41.33
8.64
5.94
4.24
7.02
7.40
24.29
1.16

593
697
2
5

45.72
53.74
<0.01
<0.01

389
472
285
151

29.99
36.39
21.97
11.64

155
147
146
190
252
154
140
41
33
39
M (SD)
3.84 (2.59)

11.95
11.33
11.26
14.65
19.43
11.87
10.79
3.16
2.54
3.01
Range
0–11

Note. For the purpose of analyses, males were coded as 1, and participants
who selected “female,” “other,” or chose not to answer were coded as 0. For
ease of interpretation, we refer to the latter group as “women,” although we
acknowledge this is an inaccurate category label.

The analytic sample including daily diary data was reduced
further, because only 709 participants completed at least some of
the daily diaries, and other participants were excluded based on
compliance or failure to respond to attention checks within the
diaries (see Appendix A). The ﬁnal diary sample was 627 individuals who completed 75% (4,703/6,270 = 0.75) of the possible
diary signals (M = 7.58, SD = 3.11).

Experimental Design and Procedure
A ﬂowchart of the study procedures can be found in Appendix B,
and a comparison of the intervention and control condition is
illustrated in Figure 2. The full educational intervention is available
on OSF (https://osf.io/45ycd/).
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Figure 2
Comparisons Between the Educational Intervention and the Control
Condition

Note. The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) and ﬂu deaths and infections contained
within the gray background were presented to control participants in a static 2 × 2
contingency table in black font. Intervention participants were shown how to calculate
the fatality rates in the tables as the information in blue and red font unfolded in a
dynamic way throughout the worked example. Whereas we have illustrated the full
information that control participants received, the full text that the intervention
participants received is in the Supplemental Materials. See the online article for the
color version of this ﬁgure.

We randomly assigned participants to either an educational
intervention or a business-as-usual control condition. Random
assignment was managed by the Qualtrics platform and programmed to keep the numbers of participants assigned to each

condition fairly equal as data collection progressed. No feedback on
participants’ performance was provided at any point during the
study, and participants progressed through the study at their
own pace.
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Participants completed a baseline survey and 10 days of followup daily diary surveys. On day 1, participants completed an
approximately 40-min online study consisting of a baseline survey,
randomly assigned intervention condition, and an immediate posttest. The baseline survey assessed (a) sociodemographic factors, (b),
perceived knowledge of COVID-19 and positive and negative
affect, (c) math tasks known to predict WNB, and (d) a pretest
health decision-making problem. Participants who were randomly
assigned to the educational intervention condition completed an
intervention that taught them how to consider the relation between
numerators and denominators when reasoning about rates and how
to calculate case-fatality rates for different diseases. In the businessas-usual control condition, participants saw relevant statistics (i.e.,
number of deaths and number of infected individuals), but were not
shown how to calculate case-fatality rates. After the intervention,
participants completed three health-related math problems. After
solving each health-related math problem, participants reported the
strategy that they used to solve each problem (see Appendix C).
Participants then indicated their risk perceptions and worry about
COVID-19, their positive and negative affect, need for cognition,
and health literacy. For the next 10 days, participants completed
experience sampling via a brief online survey at the same time every
evening in an effort to track the impact of the educational intervention on their risk perceptions, worry, positive and negative affect,
and preventive health behaviors.

Materials
Measures are described in the order administered. Reliability,
means, and standard deviations for all measures, and correlations
among measures, are reported in Table 4.

Sociodemographic Factors
Prior to giving informed consent, participants indicated eligibility
by conﬁrming that they were 18+ years of age and held U.S.
citizenship. After providing informed consent, participants
answered sociodemographic questions, including age, gender,
employment status, level of educational attainment, number and
type of math courses taken in high school and college, the type of
device they used to complete the survey, race/ethnicity, household
income, and zip code. Responses of “Would rather not report” for
the employment variable were coded as missing. Race was coded as
white versus nonwhite for statistical analyses.

Baseline Health-Related Math Problem Solving
Participants determined which of two hypothetical diseases was
more fatal in a single pretest problem. Disease A included a bigger
numerator and a bigger denominator (analogous to ﬂu statistics);
Disease B included a smaller numerator and a smaller denominator
(analogous to COVID-19 statistics). The numbers chosen in the
baseline problem for Disease A were analogous to the numbers for
COVID-19 in China as of February 2020, and the numbers for
Disease B were created by multiplying the total cases by 30 and
creating a fatality rate that was 1% of that. We chose these
numbers, because they led to a difference in fatality rate that
was comparable to the post-test Problem 1 (i.e., COVID-19 versus
the ﬂu).

Baseline Knowledge of COVID-19 and Emotion
Perceived Knowledge of COVID-19. After answering the
baseline health-related math problem, participants read a brief
paragraph about COVID-19:
Many questions in this survey will be about the novel coronavirus,
COVID-19. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a respiratory
illness that can spread from person-to-person. The virus that causes
COVID-19 is a novel coronavirus that was ﬁrst identiﬁed during an
investigation into an outbreak in Wuhan, China. The ﬁrst case of
COVID-19 in the United States was reported on January 21, 2020.

After participants read this paragraph, they were asked, Overall,
how would you rate your level of knowledge about COVID-19 (for
example, what it is, how it is transmitted, how to protect yourself,
etc.)? Their answers ranged from 1 = No knowledge at all to 4 = A
lot of knowledge. Participants could also choose “Do not know.”
Because we collected these data in March 2020 at the beginning
of the COVID-19 pandemic, we included a measure of perceived
COVID-19 knowledge, as variability in pre-existing COVID-19
knowledge could inﬂuence participants’ likelihood of endorsing that
COVID-19 was more fatal than the ﬂu.
Negative and Positive Affect. Participants rated their current
affective experience for ﬁve speciﬁc positively valenced (relief,
amusement, affection, happiness, and interest) and six negatively
valenced (disgust, sadness, fear, guilt, distress, and anger) emotion
words on a Likert scale (1 = None to 7 = Strong; Coifman et al.,
2016). We created separate aggregate scores to index negative and
positive emotions.

Baseline Math Tasks
The order of math attitudes and math anxiety measures was
randomized. These measures were presented before the math skills
measures because in past research (Sidney et al., 2021) participants
reported more negative attitudes if they completed these math tasks
before rating their attitudes. The order of the math skills measures
was randomized for all participants. Unrelated to the present study’s
hypotheses, we also collected data on several additional math
measures: fraction equivalence (Fitzsimmons et al., 2020), subjective numeracy (Fagerlin et al., 2007), and objective numeracy
(Cokely et al., 2012). Subjective numeracy and objective numeracy
measures were assessed because they are typically used in the health
decision-making literature as measures of preferences for math and
computational ability.
In a recently published study from our lab (Thompson et al., in
press), measures of subjective (Fagerlin et al., 2007) and objective
numeracy (Weller et al., 2013) from the health decision-making
literature were not signiﬁcant predictors of health decision-making
accuracy when entered simultaneously into regression models with
measures of magnitude understanding from the math cognition
literature (i.e., magnitude comparison accuracy and multistep fraction arithmetic performance). Therefore, we did not include subjective and objective numeracy as predictors in our logistic regression
models, but we did conﬁrm that performance on these measures did
not differ by experimental condition to ensure that random assignment to condition was successful.
In addition, our previous research (Fitzsimmons et al., 2020)
indicated that adults’ WNB errors on a fraction estimation task were
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correlated with fraction equivalence knowledge—as measured by
asking participants to decide whether sets of fractions were equivalent in magnitude. Therefore, we thought that it was necessary to
also ensure that our experimental groups in the present study did not
differ on equivalence accuracy.
Math Anxiety. Participants rated their overall math anxiety
(Ashcraft, 2002) and math anxiety about speciﬁc types of
numbers—whole numbers, fractions, percentages and whole number frequencies—for ﬁve items on a scale ranging from 1 = Not
anxious to 10 = Very anxious. We calculated an average math
anxiety score across items.
Math Attitudes Questionnaire. Participants answered 20
questions (Sidney et al., 2021) pertaining to their attitudes about
math in general as well as their speciﬁc attitudes about whole
numbers, fractions, and percentages. This math attitudes questionnaire involves subscales for self-perceived ability, preferences,
frequency of use, and importance. We calculated an average
math attitude score across items.
Math Skills. Math skills were measured with number line
estimation tasks for fractions, whole number frequencies, and percentages. Number line estimation is quick (Fazio et al., 2016) and easy
to administer online (e.g., with Qualtrics sliders) or on paper.2 In three
blocks separated by number type, participants made estimates either
for one fraction at a time (estimated on number lines with 0 as the left
endpoint and 5 as the right endpoint: Sidney et al., 2021; Siegler et al.,
2011), one whole number frequency at a time (estimated on number
lines with 0 out of 100 as the left endpoint and 100 out of 100 as the
right endpoint), or one percentage at a time (estimated on number lines
with 0% as the left endpoint and 5% as the right endpoint). See Figure
S1 for an example trial from each range. Participants completed 9 or 10
trials in each block. Participants’ performance on each trial was
measured as percent absolute error (PAE; Siegler & Booth, 2004):
PAE = [(|estimate − true value|)/numerical range] × 100. PAE was
averaged across all trials with higher scores indicating greater error of
estimation, or worse performance.
The rationale for presenting percentage estimation questions in the
0%–5% range is that it corresponded to the 0–5 fraction estimation
range, and the COVID-19 case-fatality rate at the time of data
collection was less than 5%. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the ﬁrst study to ask participants to estimate whole number frequencies
in the 0 out of 100 to 100 out of 100 range. While it is true that adults
are very accurate when estimating numbers in the 0–100 range (Siegler
& Opfer, 2003), this does not guarantee that they will accurately
estimate ratios in the 0 out of 100 to 100 out of 100 range. To
foreshadow our results, all three estimation scales were internally
reliable and correlated strongly with one another, indicating that they
tapped the same construct of magnitude understanding (see Table S1).

calculate and compare case-fatality rates. As noted in Table 1,
participants were taught about case-fatality rates using the numbers
of COVID-19 deaths and cases worldwide in mid-March 2020 when
the data were collected. Information about the pandemic is everevolving, as COVID-19 health statistics update daily. Our intervention was developed to help people interpret the dynamic nature of
these statistics. That is, the intervention provided participants with
procedural and conceptual knowledge about how to calculate and
compare case-fatality rates, such that they would be able to transfer
this math skill to future-related problems or health statistics, including
those outside of the COVID-19 context.
First, participants in the intervention condition were instructed to
complete a diagram-based preparatory activity (Schwartz et al.,
2011; Sidney & Thompson, 2019) in which we visually illustrated
that some numeric comparisons require taking both numerators and
denominators into account by calculating a ratio. This preparatory
activity, in a more accessible, concrete context (e.g., two orchards
with differing rates of rotting apple trees; see Figure 2), was
designed to facilitate drawing analogies to the COVID-19 context.
Then, participants studied the focal worked example, which was
designed to decrease WNB errors (i.e., directly comparing numbers
of deaths or infections) by teaching participants how to consider the
relation between the number of deaths and number of cases when
calculating the case-fatality rate with given frequency information.
Participants saw the number of deaths (numerator) and total number
infected (denominator) for both the ﬂu and COVID-19 in a 2 × 2
contingency table (see Table 1). Participants were instructed how to
calculate and compare the COVID-19 versus ﬂu fatality rates via
worked example, demonstrating each step in turn (McGinn et al.,
2015) and ending with a number line comparing the magnitudes of
the case-fatality rates for COVID-19 and the ﬂu (Hamdan &
Gunderson, 2017; Sidney, Thompson, et al., 2019). In summary,
our intervention leveraged empirical ﬁndings from cognitive science
to help adults avoid WNB errors.
Worked examples are a well-researched intervention for demonstrating mathematical procedures in a step-by-step manner, such that
students can learn the correct procedures that will help them
overcome common mathematical misconceptions. At each step of
the problem, students learn information (or are asked to generate
self-explanations) about why these are the correct or incorrect steps
to solve the problem. The worked example taught participants the
steps necessary to solve all of the post-test health-related math
problems (described above) that differed in surface-level features
(e.g., numbers, ratios, case-fatality rates, infection rates, and contingency tables versus word problems) and scenarios (COVID-19
versus ﬂu, COVID-19 across time, and infection rates).

Educational Intervention Versus
Business-As-Usual Control

Business-As-Usual Control Condition

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the two experimental conditions: the educational intervention to combat WNB or
the business-as-usual control condition.

Educational Intervention Condition
The main goal of our intervention was to facilitate adults’ procedural and conceptual understanding of how and why they should

Control participants saw the same 2 × 2 contingency table as the
educational intervention group and were asked to solve the same
problem (i.e., “Which disease is more fatal?”). See Figure 2 and
Table 3 for the exact values shown. However, the control
2
Researchers interested in assessing whole number bias in number-line
estimation tasks should consult Braithwaite and Siegler (2018) and
Fitzsimmons et al. (2020). Detailed discussions of estimation precision
calculations (PAE) can be found in Siegler et al. (2011).
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Table 3
Measures of Health-Related Math Problem Solving
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Pretest

Postintervention Problem 1

Total #
deaths

Total #
infected

A 2,125

55,924

Flu

B 16,777

1,677,720

COVID- 9,318
19

Which disease is more fatal: Disease A,
Disease B, or are they equally fatal?
Please describe in as much detail as possible
how you made your decision about which
disease is more fatal.

Total #
deaths

Total #
infected

22,000

36,000,000
227,743

Postintervention Problem 2

Total #
deaths

Total #
infected

Jan. 170
30

7,818

Feb. 565
6

28,276

Which disease is more fatal: the ﬂu, COVID-19,
or are they equally fatal?
Please describe in as much detail as possible
how you made your decision about which
disease is more fatal.

Did the COVID-19 fatality rate: increase,
decrease, or stay the same from January
30th to February 6th?
Please describe in as much detail as possible
how you made your decision about the
possible change in fatality rates.
Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease. All health-related math problems were forced choice. We have italicized the correct responses here for readers. All
strategy reports were open-ended. Importantly, the wording of the pretest, postintervention Problem 1, and postintervention Problem 2 health-related math
problems was identical for all participants, regardless of experimental condition.

participants were not told which numbers to attend to, because they
did not engage in the educational intervention.

Postintervention Health-Related Math Problem Solving
Immediately after the intervention, participants completed healthrelated math problems, and accuracy was assessed for each problem
with a forced choice question (e.g., Which disease is more fatal?).
There were three possible responses; thus, chance accuracy on each
problem was 33.33%. See Appendix E for full statistical models.
Problem 1 assessed whether participants correctly answered a
question about case-fatality rates for COVID-19 versus the ﬂu. We
expected that those in the intervention condition would correctly
respond that COVID-19 was more fatal than the ﬂu, given that this
was the topic of the intervention. However, if participants selected
ﬂu as the more fatal illness, then this response would be consistent
with WNB. We anticipated that this would be a common response
for those assigned to the control condition, given that they did not
engage with the intervention, or for those individuals in the experimental condition if they did not “uptake” the lesson.
In Problem 2, participants compared COVID-19 case-fatality
rates across time. This item was designed to be misleading as a
strong test of participants’ ability to apply the mathematical computations introduced in the intervention because the correct answer
was inconsistent with WNB and media coverage. We speciﬁcally
chose to present a time period in which the case-fatality rate for
COVID-19 decreased: January 30th vs. February 6th (based on
statistics from the WHO Situation Reports). We suspected that
participants would anticipate that the COVID-19 case-fatality rate
would increase over time due to (a) WNB—because the absolute
numbers of COVID-19 cases and deaths did generally increase
across time as the pandemic unfolded—or (b) increased media
coverage conveying that, indeed, the fatality rate was increasing
over time (see COVIDView weekly updates launched on the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) website on
March 28th, the week that we began collecting data: https://www
.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/covidview/past-reports/
04032020.html). Thus, if participants reasoned that case-fatality

rates increased over time, they would get this problem wrong, and
their response would be consistent with WNB. In contrast, if the
intervention had successfully ameliorated WNB errors and strategies, then participants would be more likely to respond correctly that
the case-fatality rate had decreased over time, and they should be
less likely to report WNB strategies in their open-ended strategy
reports. If participants who were exposed to the educational intervention outperformed those who were randomly assigned to the
control condition on this problem and related strategy report, this
would be strong evidence that the intervention successfully taught
participants how to consider the holistic magnitude of rational
numbers when calculating case-fatality rates to solve a novel
problem.
For Problem 3, participants compared infection rates in Italy and
China. News sources noted that Italy’s infection rate, death toll, and
fatality rate were especially high (e.g., Di Donato et al., 2020) and
that Italy was the pandemic’s new epicenter (Horowitz et al., 2020)
being hit harder than China (Perez-Pena, 2020). It is possible that
attention in the press led many participants, even those in the control
group, to answer this problem correctly (about 60% of participants
across both conditions). Although 60% may not seem like a large
proportion, approximately 45% of participants who missed the
pretest problem correctly answered Problem 3. However, only
14% of participants who missed the pretest problem correctly
answered postintervention Problem 2. Thus, it seems that Problem
3 was likely too easy because it could be solved with nonmath
information. In fact, 6% of participants mentioned news and media
in their strategy reports for this problem. Interested readers can ﬁnd
our analyses of this problem in the Supplement.

Strategy Reports and Coding
In addition to decision-making response choice, we collected
strategy reports, a form of converging evidence that could also
reveal WNB errors. This converging evidence is especially critical,
because the health-related math problem format was adapted from
Waters et al. (2007) in which there were only three possible
responses. Thus, guessing correctly by chance could occur
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33.33% of the time. Participants provided immediate retrospective
strategy reports for each of the health-related math problems by
explaining their responses in a text box in response to the prompt,
“Please describe in as much detail as possible how you made your
decision about : : : ” (Fazio et al., 2016; Fitzsimmons et al., 2020;
Sidney, Thalluri, et al., 2019; Siegler et al., 2011; Siegler &
Thompson, 2014; Thompson et al., in press). Strategy reports
can reﬂect the impact of experimental condition on health-related
math accuracy by allowing insight into the speciﬁc correct or
incorrect methods individuals use to solve math problems (e.g.,
Siegler & Thompson, 2014). In sum, we used strategy reports as
converging evidence that participants’ answers on the health-related
math problems were indicative of committing WNB errors.
The coding scheme included three codes to assess instances of
WNB error: numerator, denominator, and larger numbers (see
Appendix C for the full list of codes and descriptions). Note that
participants explicitly stated using all three WNB substrategies.
Numerator referred to mentioning just the number of deaths,
denominator referred to mentioning just the number of cases, and
larger numbers referred to a more general reference to the size of
numbers without reference to deaths or cases speciﬁcally. These
codes reﬂected mentioning either the numerator or the denominator
in isolation when making decisions (e.g., Look at the biggest
number; How many died from it; Disease B has more people
infected). For analyses, we collapsed across these three WNB codes.
Participants who received one of the three WNB error codes but also
reported a more mathematically sophisticated strategy (i.e., indicated calculating a rate, including transformations to easier to handle
numbers, such as decimals or percentages) were not included as
having made WNB errors in the analyses reported below. Very few
participants reported both rate and WNB strategies across the healthrelated math problems: pretest: n = 14 (1%), postintervention
Problem 1: n = 9 (1%), and postintervention Problem 2: n = 5 (0%).
Two coders (Marta Mielicki and Erika Schemmel) independently
coded responses from 30 participants (for a total of 120 responses);
interrater reliability was high (97% interrater agreement across all
codes and responses). The two raters resolved their disagreements
through a conversation. Marta Mielicki then coded 13.3% and Erika
Schemmel coded 87.7% of the remaining strategy reports. The
primary strategy coder was not privy to the full experimental design
and hypotheses. Both the primary and secondary coders were blind
to condition, as they coded strategy reports and whether the
participant got the answer right or wrong.

infected with COVID-19 in the next year compares to other women
or men of your age in the United States?”; 1 = much less likely to 5 =
much more likely; 6 = do not know), and experiential risk (“I feel
very vulnerable to being infected with COVID-19 in the next year”;
1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree; 6 = do not know). Risk
perceptions for others were assessed with the same three items and
instead referenced “family members or friends.” “Do not know”
responses were coded as missing data. Risk perceptions for oneself
and others were correlated (r = .69, p < .0001); thus, all six items
were averaged to form one scale.

Postintervention Affect and Health Cognitions

Need for Cognition

Negative and Positive Affect

This scale consists of the average of six items assessing the
extent to which people enjoy engaging in the process of thinking
(Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Coelho et al., 2018). This was relevant
to the present study given that computing and comparing ratios
are cognitively demanding tasks. A sample item includes: I would
rather do something that requires little thought than something
that is sure to challenge my thinking abilities. Participants rated
themselves on a scale from 1 = Extremely Uncharacteristic to 5 =
Extremely Characteristic. We included this measure to assess
whether people sought out experiences that allowed them to
engage in the process of thinking because these people may be
more likely to engage with the numerical information in the
health-related math problems.

This was the same measure administered at baseline.

Risk Perceptions
Risk perceptions (adapted from Klein & Ferrer, 2018) were
assessed as the perceived likelihood that oneself and close others
would be infected with COVID-19 in the next year. Items assessing
risk perceptions for oneself assessed absolute cognitive (“Overall,
how likely is it that you will be infected with COVID-19 in the next
year?”; 1 = not at all likely to 5 = extremely likely; 6 = do not know),
comparative (“Overall, how do you think your chance of being

COVID-19 Worry
Worry (adapted from Taber et al., 2019; Weinstein et al., 2007)
was assessed as the extent of worry that oneself and close others
would be infected with COVID-19. Worry for oneself was assessed with two items: “How much do you worry about being
infected with COVID-19?,” and “How anxious are you about
being infected with COVID-19?” (1 = not at all to 4 = a lot).
Worry for others was assessed with the same two items, but
referenced “family members or friends.” Worry for oneself and for
others were correlated (r = .76, p < .0001); thus, all four items
were averaged to form one scale.

Postintervention Individual Differences Assessment
These individual differences measures were administered in the
same order for all participants at the end of the study. We did not
expect responses to be inﬂuenced by exposure to the intervention
condition. Need for cognition and health literacy measures were
included in a subset of analyses. However, these variables did not
predict the likelihood of correctly answering health-related math
problem-solving accuracy or reports of WNB aligned strategies.
Health literacy was negatively related to the proxy for overall math
ability (PAE) and need for cognition. Higher need for cognition was
related to lower math anxiety and higher, more positive math
attitudes. Finally, perceived COVID-19 knowledge was related to
higher, more positive math attitudes, higher health literacy, and
higher need for cognition (see Table 3). We also included a trait
anxiety measure that was not central to the current hypotheses and
thus is not discussed further.
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Health Literacy
The health literacy measure (Chew et al., 2008) included three
items (i.e., conﬁdence in ﬁlling out medical forms on own, have
someone help read health materials, or have problems learning about
a medical condition because of a difﬁculty understanding written
materials). Participants rated themselves on a scale of 1 = None of
the time/Not at all to 5 = All of the time/Extremely. A health literacy
score was computed as the sum of responses. We included this
measure to assess whether participants differed in their conﬁdence
and facility with understanding health-related information and
whether this was associated with health-related math problem
solving.

Daily Diaries (Days 2 Through 11)
For the 10 days following the baseline assessment and intervention, participants were prompted via email each evening to answer
questions about their emotional experiences, behaviors enacted, and
perceptions of risk and worry related to COVID-19. Each of the
indices demonstrated excellent measurement sensitivity both within
(RC) and between (RKF) persons over the 10-day assessment period
(Cranford et al., 2006). See Table 4.

Negative and Positive Affect
This was the same measure administered at baseline and
postintervention.

Preventive Health Behaviors
Participants reported the frequency of 13 behaviors (e.g., social
distancing, hand washing, wearing masks, and avoiding group
activities; Appendix D) recommended broadly by public health
experts and agencies (e.g., CDC). We summed the number of
recommended behaviors participants reported engaging in at each
diary signal, so that each participant had a daily score of behaviors,
0–13.

Risk Perceptions
Risk perceptions (adapted from Klein & Ferrer, 2018) were
assessed with the two absolute cognitive risk items (i.e., risk for
oneself and others) included at baseline (comparative and experiential risk items were not included due to the need for abbreviated
measures in daily diaries). These two items were highly correlated
(r = .83, p < .0001) and were averaged.

COVID-19 Worry
Worry (adapted from Weinstein et al., 2007) was assessed with
the items from baseline concerning how much individuals worry
about themselves and their family members and friends being
infected with COVID-19. These two items were highly correlated
(r = .80, p < .0001) and were averaged.

Overview of Analyses
The data analysis plan was preregistered on OSF before data
collection began. Analyses involving variables assessed in the

baseline session were conducted in R Version 3.6.0 (R Core
Team, 2019). First, we tested whether random assignment of
participants to condition was successful in yielding equivalent
groups at baseline for key variables. Analyses indicated that only
gender was not equally distributed across conditions; thus, we
controlled for gender in all subsequent analyses. Second, we conducted a series of logistic regressions testing the effects of condition
(i.e., educational intervention versus business-as-usual control) on
each of the postintervention health-related math problems both in (a)
simpliﬁed models controlling for gender alone and in (b) “full”
models. The full models controlled for gender, additional sociodemographic factors of age, race, educational attainment, and
expected predictors of rational number decision-making accuracy,
that is, magnitude knowledge (a composite score for PAE across
three number line estimation scales), baseline health-related math
problem-solving accuracy, math anxiety, math attitudes, health
literacy, need for cognition, and perceived COVID-19 knowledge.
The majority of these covariates were speciﬁed in the preregistration
and were included to improve power by explaining greater variance
in decision-making accuracy. We also covaried age and race
because both factors have been associated with perceived disease
risk (e.g., Taber et al., 2017). Third, we conducted logistic regressions testing the effects of condition on WNB strategy reports for the
health-related math problems assessed postintervention, controlling
for gender. Fourth, we conducted a series of linear regressions
testing the effects of condition on COVID-19 risk perceptions,
worry, and positive and negative affect immediately following
the intervention while controlling for gender. We report the ﬁnal
ﬁxed effects, including 95% CIs, for our results below.
Finally, we explored the effect of condition on daily risk perceptions, worry, affect, and health behaviors reported during the 10
days of daily diaries by applying multilevel modeling (via SAS 9.4
Proc Mixed). See the Supplement for details about this analysis.

Results
Conﬁrming Random Assignment and Baseline
Rates of WNB
We assessed differences across conditions to conﬁrm successful
random assignment. There were no condition differences in the
baseline health-related math problem, age, education, employment
status, number of math courses taken, race/ethnicity, number line
estimation PAE, equivalence accuracy, math anxiety, math attitudes, subjective numeracy, objective numeracy, need for cognition,
health literacy, baseline negative or positive affect, or the number of
participants who failed attention checks (all p > .09). There were
more males randomly assigned to the control group (52.78%) than
the intervention (47.2%), χ2(1) = 4.47, p = .034. As per our
preregistration analysis plan, we included gender as a covariate
in subsequent analyses. Only 43.10% of participants correctly
indicated that hypothetical Disease A was more fatal than Disease
B in the pretest health-related math problem, and this did not differ
across conditions, control: 42.99%; intervention: 43.21%, χ2(1) <
.01, p = .982. Of those who were incorrect, 43.72% (control:
42.68%; intervention: 44.73%) said that Disease B was more fatal,
consistent with WNB. The percentage of participants who reported
WNB in their strategy reports was approximately equal in the
control (27.57%) and experimental (28.70%) groups, χ2(1) =
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0.36
−0.13

—

8

1283

0.17
3.57
0.58
0.87

0.21

0.38

0.17

0.17

−0.12

0.17

−0.10

0.15

—
−0.10

9

1295

−0.03
3.32
1.30
0.76

0.13

−0.14

−0.05

−0.11

0.63

−0.08

0.77

−0.07

—

10

1296

−0.09
3.08
1.51
0.86

0.32

0.52

0.35

0.70

−0.20

0.84

−0.06

—

11

1290

−0.06
3.07
1.37
0.8

0.15

−0.13

−0.08

−0.11

0.71

−0.08

—

12

1290

−0.06
2.89
1.59
0.89

0.34

0.52

0.34

0.72

−0.19

—

13

627

−0.04
2.22
0.81
RKF = .99;
RC = .76

0.13

−0.28

−0.19

−0.27

—

14

0.33

0.57

0.43

627

−0.08
1.92
0.90
RKF = .99;
RC = .58

—

15

0.12

0.63

585

−0.10
5.57
2.21
RKF = .99;
RC = .70

—

16

0.35

627

−0.06
5.36
1.73
RKF = .99;
RC = .71

—

17

19

−0.15
—
6.90
46.90
2.11
17.34
RKF = .97;
RC =
.38
627
1297

—

18

Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease. All reliability measures are alphas except for the daily measures. Between-person reliability is denoted as RKF, Estimating measurement precision regarding systematic between-person differences across days);
within-person reliability is denoted as RC; estimating measurement precision regarding systematic change of person from day to day (Cranford et al., 2006). Bolded values are signiﬁcant at p < .05. Italicized values are marginally signiﬁcant at p < .1.

N

0.07

0.32

−0.05

0.07

0.12
0.10

−0.02
0.17

0.06
0.03

0.03
0.10

0.04
0.14

0.16

—
0.08
0.10

5

0.05

0.25

−0.02

0.07

—
0.19
0.01
0.05

4

—
−0.35
0.01
−0.28
0.15

3

—
−0.20
0.44
0.14
0.14
−0.02

—

1. Percent absolute
error
2. Need for cognition
3. Math anxiety
4. Math attitudes
5. Covid knowledge
6. Health literacy
7. Baseline risk
perceptions
8. Baseline perceived
worry
9. Perceived severity
10. Pretest positive
affect
11. Pretest negative
affect
12. Post-test positive
affect
13. Post-test negative
affect
14. Daily diary positive
affect
15. Daily diary
negative affect
16. Daily diary risk
perceptions
17. Daily diary
perceived worry
18. Daily diary health
behaviors
19. Age
M
SD
Reliability

2

−0.17
0.37
−0.34
0.01
−0.18
−0.06

1

Variable

Table 4
Descriptive Statistics and Correlations for Measures in Survey
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0.15, p = .695. Furthermore, consistent with our hypotheses, many
participants mentioned WNB errors in their strategy reports (see
Appendix F).3

Immediate Effect of the Intervention
on Health-Related Math Accuracy
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Postintervention Health-Related Math Problems
First, consistent with hypotheses, the intervention relative to
control group performed more accurately on health-related math
Problem 1, in which participants compared rates of COVID-19 and
the ﬂu (Table 5; recall that chance performance on each problem was
33.33% because there were three possible answers); 84% of participants (550 of 655) assigned to the intervention correctly answered
this problem compared to 60% of participants (385 of 642) assigned
to the control group.4 This effect held when conducting multivariate
analyses controlling for gender and for additional covariates typically associated with accuracy on math tasks (see Appendix Table
E1 for full model).
In addition, participants were more likely to choose the speciﬁc
incorrect response that reﬂected WNB. Of those participants who
were incorrect across the two groups, a larger proportion (67.13%)
chose the response consistent with WNB (ﬂu was more fatal)
compared to the proportion who chose the incorrect response that
was not consistent with WNB (the diseases were equally fatal;
32.87%), χ2(1) = 21.18, p < .001.
Intervention participants, relative to control participants, were
also more likely to correctly answer the health-related math Problem
2 (i.e., COVID-19 fatality rates across time; Appendix Table E2)
when controlling for gender, b = 0.35, p = .007, OR = 1.41, 95% CI
[1.10, 1.82], or the larger set of covariates, b = 0.40, p = .006, OR =
1.48, 95% CI [1.12, 1.98]. Across conditions, more participants who
incorrectly answered Problem 2 selected the WNB response than the
other incorrect response, 77.66% versus 22.34%, χ2(1) = 157.56,
p < .001.
Based on our preregistered analytic plan, we tested the interaction
between magnitude knowledge (PAE) and condition, because people may beneﬁt more from the educational intervention if they began
the experiment with lower mathematical skills, thus had more “room
to grow.” Prior to testing interactions, we mean centered continuous
variables. However, this interaction was not signiﬁcant, did not
improve model ﬁt, and is not discussed further.
We also explored whether math attitudes and math anxiety
moderated the effect of condition on the likelihood of correctly
answering the health problems. In the simpliﬁed model with only
gender as a covariate, math attitudes marginally moderated the effect
of condition on the likelihood of correctly answering postintervention Problem 1. In our model with all covariates, math attitudes
moderated the effect of condition for postintervention Problem 1
accuracy, but not Problem 2 accuracy. There was no interaction
between condition and math anxiety on postintervention Problem 1
or Problem 2.
To further explore the math attitudes by condition interaction, we
examined the effect of dummy coded condition (1 = experimental,
0 = control) on the likelihood of answering the problem correctly
when math attitudes were more favorable (+1 SD) or less favorable
(−1 SD). We found that the effect of training condition was larger
when math attitudes were less favorable, b = 1.72, SE = 0.20,

p < .001, OR = 5.53 [3.75, 8.27], compared to more favorable, b =
1.06, SE = 0.22, p < .001, OR = 2.88 [1.89, 4.44]. That is, those with
less favorable math attitudes beneﬁted more from training than those
with more favorable attitudes.

WNB in Strategy Reports Postintervention
In addition to accuracy, we examined open-ended strategy reports
to assess whether the intervention improved not only participants’
case fatality-rate calculation accuracy, but also decreased the likelihood that they reported a strategy consistent with WNB. We
conducted logistic regressions predicting WNB strategy use on
the postintervention health-related math problems.
As hypothesized, participants in the intervention condition were
less likely to report WNB errors on postintervention Problem 1 (i.e.,
COVID-19 versus the ﬂu) as compared to the control condition
(observed frequencies: intervention = 10.08% versus control =
18.69%). See Appendix Table E3.
For health-related math Problem 2 (see Appendix Table E4),
participants were less likely to report WNB errors in the intervention
than in the control group (observed frequencies: intervention:
19.24% versus control: 23.36%). See Appendix Table E4. Across
the intervention and control group, the proportion of people who
reported WNB strategies was greater among those who answered
the health-related math problems incorrectly compared to correctly:
Problem 1, χ2(1) = 187.78, p < .001 (observed frequencies: 35.91%
for incorrect versus 5.99% for correct) and Problem 2, χ2(1) = 96.55,
p < .001 (observed frequencies: 27.97% for incorrect versus 2.36%
for correct).
These strategy reports provide insight into why the intervention
resulted in higher accuracy on the postintervention health-related
math problems: fewer intervention participants explicitly mentioned
WNB errors in their open-ended strategy reports than control
participants. Prior to the intervention, participants in both conditions
explicitly described WNB errors in their open-ended strategy reports
with comparable frequency. This suggests that intervention participants obtained procedural and/or conceptual knowledge from the
intervention that facilitated the use of more accurate strategies to
solve the problems.

Effect of the Intervention on Risk Perceptions,
Worry, Affect, and Behavior
Next, we explored the immediate and long-term effects of the
intervention on participants’ COVID-19 risk perceptions, worry,
positive and negative affect, and on reports of recommended health
behaviors in daily diaries completed in the 10 days following the
intervention. Interested readers can ﬁnd the details of these models
in the Supplement. It is important for future research to replicate
these preliminary ﬁndings pertaining to the effect of the intervention
on risk perceptions and worry.
3
At baseline, controlling for gender, participants in both conditions were
equally likely to mention whole number bias errors in their strategy reports
across conditions, b = 0.03, p = .805, OR = 1.03, 95% CI [0.81, 1.32].
Notably, those who responded incorrectly were more likely to report a whole
number bias error in their pretest strategy reports than those who answered
correctly (47.6% vs. 2.5%), χ2(1) = 317.09, p < .001.
4
The reason accuracy is this high in the control group is a question for
future research.
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Table 5
Frequency of Incorrect and Correct Responses on the Health-Related Math Problems
Problem

Condition

Postintervention Problem 1 (COVID-19 versus
ﬂu)
Postintervention Problem 2 (COVID-19 fatality
rates over time)

Control
Intervention
Control
Intervention

# Incorrect

# Correct

257
105
493
465

385
550
149
190

(40%)
(16%)
(77%)
(71%)

(60%)
(84%)
(23%)
(29%)

χ2
91.63, p < .001
5.35, p = .021

Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease. Chi-square tests are on observed frequencies only.
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Immediate Effects Postintervention
Neither risk perceptions nor worry differed across the intervention and control groups (Supplemental Tables 2 and 3). Negative
affect, controlling for gender, did not differ by condition either
(Supplemental Table 4). However, participants reported greater
positive affect in the intervention relative to the control group, b
= 0.21, t(1287) = 2.82, p = .005, indicating that the intervention did
not cause immediate distress, but did increase positive affect
(Supplemental Table 5). Therefore, it is unlikely that we scared
participants into rating risks and worry higher after engaging in the
educational intervention.

Effects of the Intervention Over Time
Next, we conducted exploratory analyses examining the effects of
the intervention on risk perceptions and worry across 10 days of the
daily diary (Supplemental Figures 2 and 3 and Supplemental Tables
6 and 7). To summarize, when we plotted risk perceptions and worry
by condition, we observed nonlinear change. Therefore, we
explored the initial (days 1–3), middle (days 4–6), and ﬁnal
(days 7–10) periods of the diary assessment. Individuals in the
intervention, relative to the control group, reported somewhat
greater perceived risk during the middle period, b = 0.39, SE =
0.20, p = .051. However, perceived risk in the initial period and ﬁnal
period did not differ by condition. For worry, individuals in the
intervention, relative to the control condition, reported greater worry
in the initial period, b = 0.43, SE = 0.18, p = .012. For readers who
are interested in the effect of the intervention on affect across 10
days, full details of our analyses can be found in the Supplement.

Engagement in Preventive Health Behaviors
Finally, we explored the association between the intervention and
recommended preventive health behaviors (per the U.S. CDC)
reported over 10 days. There was no effect of condition on behaviors
(Supplemental Table 10), but it is important to keep in mind that
behavior change was not the main target of the intervention, whereas
providing adults with procedural and conceptual knowledge of how
to calculate case-fatality rates was the main goal.
Health behaviors are driven by numerous factors, including but
not limited to, habits, emotion, socioeconomic status, health literacy, and health cognitions (Glanz & Bishop, 2010; Michie et al.,
2011; Stokols, 1996). Importantly, some COVID-19 cognitions
(e.g., susceptibility to the virus and perceptions of virus severity)
did not directly predict preventive health behaviors in the control
group (Coifman et al., 2021). However, it is an open question as to
whether risk perceptions may have been more predictive of health

behaviors at a later point in the pandemic. Future research can
investigate whether a longer lasting intervention, or one that involves distributed practice (Dunlosky et al., 2013), might have a
downstream effect on health behaviors.

Math Anxiety Was Associated With Health-Related
Problem-Solving Accuracy, Strategy Reports, Risk
Perceptions, Worry, and Negative Affect at Baseline
and During Daily Diaries
Our previous research has indicated that math anxiety is associated with objective and subjective numeracy (Choi et al., 2020).
Over and above the effect of condition, math anxiety accounted for
unique variance in logistic regressions on the outcome of healthrelated math problem-solving accuracy (Problem 2, b = −0.08) and
WNB strategy reports (Problem 1, b = 0.10). See Appendix Tables
E1–E4. Of note, math anxiety was also a signiﬁcant positive
predictor of risk perceptions (b = 0.07), worry (b = 0.09) and
negative affect (b = 0.23) immediately postintervention during the
baseline data collection session and across 10 days (risk perceptions, b = 0.10, worry, b = 0.12, and negative affect, b = 0.09;
Supplemental Tables S1 and S8). These ﬁndings underscore the
importance of considering participants’ pre-existing math anxiety,
and how to reduce it, as they reason about their perceptions of risk
and worry pertaining to the global COVID-19 pandemic or any
other health information expressed as rational numbers.

Discussion
The COVID-19 pandemic remains an unprecedented health
crisis. Throughout the last twenty months of the COVID-19 pandemic, statistics on COVID-19 infection, death, and now vaccination rates have updated by the minute, bombarding individuals with
information that can be challenging to consume effectively. Our data
clearly show that many adults have difﬁculty estimating the magnitude of ratios, speciﬁcally those that are relevant to interpreting
COVID-19-related health risks. Our results align with the integrated
theory of whole numbers and fractions development (Siegler et al.,
2011), because we have shown that even adults fail to integrate their
understanding of whole numbers and other ratios, such as fractions.
We taught adults how to reason about ratios, a skill that could allow
them to make more informed decisions about COVID-19 health
statistics presented in the media and by health professionals. We also
argue that this intervention may be applicable to other health
information that is expressed as rational numbers. That is, we
believe that this intervention is highly generalizable.
After our educational intervention, which relied on evidencebased approaches to improving rational number understanding, U.S.
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adults were more accurate on health-related math problems comparing COVID-19 and ﬂu case-fatality rates and also less likely to
report WNB errors when reasoning about these case-fatality rates as
compared to control participants. Strategy reports provided converging evidence of the effectiveness of the intervention. Those who
engaged with the intervention were less likely to report WNB errors
after they solved postintervention health-related math problems than
those participants in the control group. Importantly, condition
differences in accuracy and strategies held when covarying a range
of sociodemographic and math factors. That is, even when we
included variables previously shown to predict math performance,
condition still signiﬁcantly predicted health-related math accuracy
and reported use of WNB strategies. Interestingly, we found that
those participants who rated their math attitudes as less favorable
beneﬁted more from training than those with more favorable
attitudes. Future work should investigate the nature of this interaction, as it suggests that in health contexts, individuals who negatively evaluate their math skills might beneﬁt most from an
intervention in which they are prompted to engage with mathematical computations rather than avoid them.
Clearly, much has changed about the public’s understanding of
COVID-19, since these data were collected at the beginning of the
pandemic in March and April 2020. However, one thing that has not
changed is that people can still commit WNB errors, as they attempt
to comprehend health statistics, now with regard to vaccine rates
across states and countries.
In summary, because there were no condition differences in
health-related math problem-solving accuracy and WNB strategy
reports at pretest (other than gender, and this individual difference
variable was controlled for in subsequent models), we can conclude
that the intervention caused post-test differences relating to accuracy
in the health-related math problems. Speciﬁcally, individuals randomized to the intervention condition were more accurate on the
health-related math problems and were less likely to report using
WNB strategies.

Limitations and Future Directions
Here, we describe limitations and ways to address these limitations in future lines of research. One limitation is that participants at
the time of data collection could not know their speciﬁc, exact
COVID-19 risk. Of course, any particular individual may be more or
less at risk of death from COVID-19 than the population average. At
the time of data collection, personalized risk estimates were not
readily available, and media reports focused on the case-fatality
rates of COVID-19 in general. Future work could help adults seek
out and interpret more personalized risk information. However,
more accurate knowledge about the infection rate, case-fatality rate,
or vaccination rate of a given population (e.g., country, state, county,
city, school district, etc.) could motivate individuals to engage in
prevention behavior to protect the broader community.
Another limitation of the present study is that we did not assess
calculator use and this may have impacted group differences.
However, in similar studies (Mielicki et al., 2021; Scheibe et al.,
2021), effects of mathematical problem-solving are the same when
people who used calculators are excluded from analyses. In addition, when interpreting statistics in the media, many people presumably have access to calculators, which they may use (correctly or
not) to better understand health statistics presented as rational

numbers. If participants used a calculator in our study, they likely
did so because they realized that computation requiring a calculator
was necessary to precisely compare the ﬂu case-fatality rate to the
COVID-19 case-fatality rate, as opposed to considering numerators
or denominators in isolation.
The fact that we compared our educational intervention against a
business-as-usual control (i.e., no instruction) could be considered
a limitation of the present study. However, this was our ﬁrst
attempt at “moving the dial” on rational number understanding
during an emerging health crisis. Future research could include an
“active” control condition in which participants are taught how to
extract the appropriate numbers from a 2 × 2 contingency table or a
word problem, plug them into a calculator by dividing the numerator by the denominator, and transform the resulting proportion
(i.e., decimal) to a percentage by multiplying by 100. We would
expect that teaching about calculation might facilitate problemsolving on very similar problems, but may not help learners
understand the general, conceptual issue of how to identify an
appropriate ratio from a 2 × 2 contingency table or a word problem.
Our team is already beginning to examine some of these empirical
questions (Mielicki et al., 2021).
A practical limitation of the present study was that it would
have been ideal to include more than three health-related math
problems postintervention to more extensively assess uptake of
the intervention. However, completing word problems, such as the
ones created for the present study, is time-intensive, and participants become frustrated after completing so many items, particularly since math items are often disliked and considered difﬁcult
and anxiety-provoking (Fagerlin et al., 2007; Sidney et al., 2021).
In a follow-up study with undergraduate students, which was
conducted in Fall 2020 (Mielicki et al., 2021), we created a larger
battery of health-related math problems pertaining to COVID-19.
Cronbach’s α was approximately .6, suggesting that context
differences among individual problems (e.g., topics or numbers
involved in the problems) likely do matter for accuracy. Our
results from that study—that is, relatively low reliability across
multiple problems—provide support for our choice of analytic
approach in the present study—analyzing one problem at a time
with a logistic regression.
One potential route for future investigations is to determine
whether individual differences in division skill predict performance
on the health-related math problems, in which division is a critical
operation. In a large sample (Siegler et al., 2012), both division
performance and number-line estimation precision were important
predictors of students’ Algebra performance 5–6 years later, even
when controlling for other important demographic factors. Therefore, it is possible that division ability could play a unique role in
case-fatality rate calculation as well. Note, however, that PAE
(|actual estimate|/scale of the number line) was the strongest predictor for the postintervention health-related problems when condition, math anxiety, math attitudes, and pretest health-related math
problem solving were included simultaneously as predictors in the
models for the present study. It is unclear whether division skills
would also be a signiﬁcant predictor when PAE, a strong proxy of
overall math ability, already accounted for a high proportion of
unique variance in problem-solving accuracy. Division and fractions are intricately linked, and fraction estimation PAE may already
capture important variability in division skill.
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The Role of Gender in Health-Related Math
Problem Solving
An additional factor that was related to health-related math
outcomes was gender: men were more likely than women to
correctly answer the pretest health-related math problem (OR =
1.98, 95% CI [1.59, 2.48]), possibly because men have been shown
to have more precise magnitude understanding than women
(Hutchison et al., 2019; Rivers et al., 2021; Thompson & Opfer,
2008). Future research should assess whether these gender differences in magnitude understanding in health-related math contexts
are the product of differential spatial abilities (Newcombe et al.,
2019; Rivers et al., 2021) and/or formal and informal learning
experiences, such as early math and spatial talk in the home
environment (Halpern et al., 2007; Levine et al., 2010; Pruden
et al., 2011).

Interrelations Among Math Skills, Math Anxiety and
Attitudes, and Health-Related Math Problem-Solving
Accuracy
The current interdisciplinary research team included experts in
mathematical cognition, risk perceptions, and emotions. Each member of the research team viewed the COVID-19 pandemic through
their own disciplinary lens to provide new insights on the relations
between mathematical cognition, health cognition, and emotions in
the context of the pandemic. We examined the impact of individual
difference factors known to impact math performance in other labbased math cognition (Sidney, Thalluri, et al., 2019) and healthrelated math studies (Choi et al., 2020; Mielicki et al., 2021;
Woodbury et al., under review), on real-world COVID-19 risk
perceptions and worry.
Not only did we ﬁnd that our educational intervention impacted
problem solving in the COVID-19 context, notably, math anxiety
was also a unique, consistent, and strong predictor of risk perceptions, worry, and negative affect immediately after the intervention
and across the 10-day follow-up. Therefore, to the extent that health
statistics are communicated to the public in the form of symbolic
(i.e., Arabic numerals) or nonsymbolic ratios (i.e., charts and
graphs), math anxiety could play a role in predicting health-related
math problem solving and health decision making. This ﬁnding
highlights the ongoing need to understand how people’s experiences
with math contribute to their health and to ﬁnd effective ways to
minimize any impact of math anxiety on health numeracy in
everyday scenarios.

Conclusion and Practical Implications
In summary, our novel educational intervention involved training
about COVID-19 case-fatality rates to diminish WNB—a pervasive
mathematical misconception—to train adults to accurately interpret
vital health information within the context of a global health crisis.
This is the ﬁrst study, to the best of our knowledge, in which WNB
was shown to affect real-world health cognitions. Our study harnessed interdisciplinary, evidence-based practices from cognitive
science to inform COVID-19 health communication. The intervention could be promising for any scenario in which rational-number
information is involved and WNB errors are prevalent. Indeed,

public health messaging is rife with potential for misinterpretation,
from rates relating to disease risk (e.g., “1 in 8 women” will develop
breast cancer) to vital health information relating to disease treatment (e.g., considering side-effect rates of drugs; Waters
et al., 2007).
It might also be helpful for the media to present health statistics as
easier-to-understand percentages accompanied by number line visuals that reinforce the magnitude of the health statistic, given the
current ﬁndings and those reported by Mielicki et al. (2021).
However, we want to underscore that more research is needed
before we can make stronger prescriptive recommendations for
policy change (see Robinson et al., 2013; Robinson & Levin,
2019, for arguments about going too far beyond one’s data).
Based on our ﬁndings, it is important to help people understand
the holistic magnitude of rates when rational numbers are included
in health messaging. Interventions that facilitate improved interpretation and understanding of vital health statistics have the potential
to make a positive impact on health decision making. As evidenced
in our intervention, this was highly relevant during the current
unprecedented COVID-19 public health crisis, but our intervention
also has considerable potential for future health contexts, or other
situations (i.e., considering interest rates on mortgages) in which
people must engage with numerical information expressed as
rational numbers.
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Exclusion Criteria
Due to the nature of online sampling, we excluded participants
who showed random or inattentive responding during the baseline
survey and the daily diary. Of the 2,693 people who consented to
participate, 832 were excluded for completing the survey in less than
13.33 min, or ⅓ of the length of time (40 min) that it took research
assistants to complete the survey on average during piloting. Of the
remaining 1,861 participants, 305 were excluded for failing at least
one of two attention checks (i.e., Select answer B; Gilman et al.,
2017), and two were excluded for having completed the survey more
than once. Thus, our preanalytic sample included 1,554 people.
Additional preregistered exclusion criteria were aimed at identifying “poor responders” on the baseline math tasks. For each
number line estimation task (i.e., fractions, whole number frequencies, and percentages), a participant was ﬂagged for exclusion if they
had number-line estimation precision (PAE, see below) that had a
standard deviation of .1 or less, or if 80% of their responses within a
particular numerical range were above 95% or below 5% of the line
(Fitzsimmons et al., 2021; Sidney et al., 2021). That is, these
participants had anchored their estimates at the endpoints of the
number line and only placed their estimates within 10% of the
number line on 80% or more of the trials. In the equivalence task,
participants were ﬂagged as poor responders for responding true or
false to all items. Twenty participants were ﬂagged as poor responders on two or more of these math tasks and excluded from
analyses. Of the remaining 1,534 participants, we excluded eight
participants who provided nonsensical answers to at least one of
two open-ended items at the end of the study (e.g., “Is there
anything else you would like to add regarding your thoughts
about COVID-19?). We conﬁrmed that these eight participants
also provided nonsensical responses in their open-ended health
decision-making strategy reports, suggesting that they were not

engaging with any of the open-ended items. Of these 1,526
participants, the 1,297 who answered all four forced-choice
health decision-making questions comprised our analytic sample
for the primary analyses.
Our analytic sample differed from those who consented to
participate, yet were excluded, in terms of their age, t(2680) =
10.15, p < .001, gender, χ2(1) = 6.62, p = .01, employment status,
χ2(6) = 50.32, p < .001, race/ethnicity (coded as: white versus
any other race), χ2(1) = 182.47, p < .0001, reported income, χ2(9) =
71.06, p < .001, number of math courses taken, t(2633.5) = 11.70, p <
.001, accuracy on an objective numeracy question (Berlin numeracy
scale), χ2(1) = 95.44, p < .0001, and accuracy on the baseline health
decision-making problem, χ2(1) = 45.75, p < .0001. That is, those who
were excluded were more likely to be younger, female, students, or
self-employed, but less likely to be retired or employed for wages,
be nonwhite, report lower income, have taken fewer math courses,
and be incorrect on the objective numeracy and baseline health
decision-making question. However, because our exclusion criteria
aimed to identify nonhuman responding, these comparisons should
be interpreted with caution.
Of the 1,297 participants from the baseline analytic sample, 709
participants completed the daily diaries over the next 10 days. 64
participants were excluded from the daily-diary sample, because
they responded to signals less than 2 SD below the sample mean
(M = 7.58, SD = 3.11), per convention (Bolger et al., 2003). Our
analytic sample for the daily diary analyses was 627, because an
additional 18 individuals failed embedded accuracy checks commonly used in online research (Gilman et al., 2017). The overall rate
of compliance was acceptable, attrition was as expected and consistent with prior research, and there were approximately 4,703 diary
signals available for analysis (Bolger & Laurenceau, 2013).
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Survey Flow

Note. See the online article for the color version of this ﬁgure.

Appendix C
Health Decision-Making Strategy Usage
Strategy report coding scheme with deﬁnitions, examples, and proportion of participants in each condition that used each strategy for each
health decision-making item

Code

Definition

Examples

Larger numbers

Indicated using larger
numbers to guide decision
but doesn’t specify which
numbers (numerator or
denominator).

Numerators

Mentioned the numerators
(e.g., number of deaths) in
isolation when comparing
diseases.

Denominators

Mentioned the denominators
(e.g., number of people
infected) in isolation when
comparing diseases.

Rate

Indicated calculating a rate or
comparing numbers,
including transformations.

• Because the number is
bigger
• I just compared the numbers and picked the highest one
• Look at the biggest number
• Most number dead
• The number of deaths from
Disease B is signiﬁcantly
higher than Disease A.
• How many died from it
• Disease B has more people
infected
• More cases and so on
• The population is lower
in Italy
• I divided the cases into the
deaths
• They are close to the same
percentage

(Appendices continue)

Proportion of control
participants who used
strategy

Proportion of intervention
participants who used
strategy

B: .04
P1: .03
P2: .10
P3: .04

B: .04
P1: .02
P2: .08
P3: .04

B: .23
P1: .16
P2: .11
P3: .07

B: .24
P1 .07
P2: .10
P3: .07

B: .14
P1: .08
P2: .08
P3: .13

B: .15
P1: .03
P2: .06
P3: .13

B: .48
P1: .47
P2: .38
P3: .41

B: .50
P1: .45
P2: .42
P3: .43
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Code

Definition

Math error

Indicated calculating a rate
(e.g., by dividing the
number of deaths by the
number infected; dividing
the number of infected by
the total population), but
made some type of math
error (e.g., incorrect
rounding).

Ambiguous math

Mentioned math terminology
or some type of calculation.
If the participant indicated
a rate but was not speciﬁc
about how it was
calculated, this code was
used together with the
“rate” code above.
Used information given in the
intervention condition.

Condition-speciﬁc
information

News or media

Mentioned getting
information from the news/
media or a source other
than the information
provided in this study

Personal beliefs or
opinions

Relied on personal beliefs or
opinions, including facts
(or myths) about COVID19 not included in the
prompt.

Other

Mentioned guessing;
provided a response that
gave no insight into
reasoning; mentioned
needing more information
to decide.
Responded with strings of
letters or words that were
nonsensical

Nonsense

No response

Examples
• The second is one per
thousand infected
• I tried to divide the number
of people who had the
disease by the number of
people who died
• .056 (instead of .0056 for
far transfer)
• Disease B is more fatal,
because 10% of the total #
of infected individuals died
(instead of 1% for baseline)
• According to the statistics
• I did calculations on both
countries
• Using math

• Rotting apples compared
to trees.
• You stated COVID-19 was
41 times more fatal
• It says on the graph
• What I heard on the news
reports rather than the
above numbers
• United Nations information
• According to CNN, China
has got in control of the
spread of the Coronavirus.
• Because it is targeting older
people with health issues
and with not the best health
care systems.
• Any disease that can kill a
person is fatal
• It started in China and has
been the main location
ever, since the disease
started
• Process of elimination
• Just do
• I can’t determine which is
the deadliest disease with
just the information given
• Dduﬁffm
• How to see real good feeling in there how volume in
how to earl

Did not provide a response

Proportion of control
participants who used
strategy

Proportion of intervention
participants who used
strategy

B: .04
P1: .03
P2: .02
P3: .02

B: .07
P1: .01
P2: .03
P3: .03

B: .34
P1: .33
P2: .37
P3: .30

B: .32
P1: .39
P2: .39
P3: .33

B: .00
P1: .00
P2: .00
P3: .00

B: .00
P1: .15
P2: .02
P3: .00

B: .00
P1: .02
P2: .03
P3: .06

B: .00
P1: .02
P2: .03
P3: .06

B: .09
P1: .13
P2: .05
P3: .06

B: .07
P1: .10
P2: .05
P3: .07

B: .07
P1: .10
P2: .13
P3: .13

B: .06
P1: .10
P2: .12
P3: .12

B: .01
P1: .01
P2: .02
P3: .02
B: .02
P1: .02
P2: .03
P3 .03

B: .01
P1: .02
P2: .01
P3: .02
B: .02
P1: .02
P2: .03
P3: .03

Note. A response could receive more than one type of code. The ﬁrst three codes (larger numbers, numerators, denominators) are considered to be consistent
with whole number bias (WNB). B = baseline; P1 = postintervention Problem 1; P2 = postintervention Problem 2; P3 = postintervention Problem 3; COVID-19
= coronavirus disease.
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Please indicate whether you performed any of the following actions or behaviors in the past day:
Behavior

No

Yes

Does not apply

Washed hands regularly or used antibacterial
products
Purchased antibacterial or cleaning products
Looked for information about health or medical
topics from any source
Looked for information about COVID-19 from
any source
Shared information online or in-person with
others about COVID-19
Spoke to or contacted a medical professional
about your health
Purchased extra food for home
Used a surgical mask to cover your face
Avoided public transportation
Avoided contact with people other than those
who live in your household
Worked from home or stayed home from school
Covered your coughs and sneezes
Avoided going to public places, such as bars or
restaurants

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease.

Appendix E
Full models for logistic regressions on health-related math problem accuracy and strategy reports.
Table E1
Logistic Regression Effects on Health Decision Making Accuracy for Post-test Problem 1
Model
Model 1

Predictor

Intercept
Condition
Male
Model 1 versus null model, χ2(2) = 117.08, p < .001
Model 2
Intercept
Condition
Male
Baseline health decision making accuracy
Percent absolute error
Math anxiety
Math attitudes
Age
White versus nonwhite
a
Education (bachelors)
a
Education (graduate degree)
a
Education (some college or associates)
Perceived COVID-19 knowledge
Health literacy
Need for cognition
Model 2 versus null model, χ2(14) = 260.05, p < .001

b (SE)
0.11 (0.10)
1.31 (0.14)
0.62 (0.13)
−0.57
1.42
0.31
1.19
−4.40
−0.03
0.05
<0.01
0.32
0.11
<0.01
−0.06
0.16
0.01
0.05

(0.69)
(0.15)
(0.16)
(0.16)
(0.97)
(0.03)
(0.08)
(<0.01)
(0.17)
(0.22)
(0.27)
(0.17)
(0.11)
(0.03)
(0.10)

Z

p

OR [95% CI of OR]

1.11
9.66
4.64

.265
<.001
<.001

1.12 [0.92, 1.37]
3.71 [2.85, 4.85]
1.85 [1.43, 2.41]

−0.84
9.56
1.96
7.20
−4.54
−0.87
0.64
0.14
1.94
0.49
<0.01
−0.35
1.45
0.23
0.51

.403
<.001
.049
<.001
<.001
.384
.524
.889
.052
.623
.998
.725
.147
.820
.613

0.56
4.14
1.37
3.27
0.01
0.97
1.05
1.00
1.38
1.12
1.00
0.94
1.17
1.01
1.05

[0.15, 2.17]
[3.11, 5.57]
[1.00, 1.88]
[2.38, 4.55]
[<0.01, 0.08]
[0.91, 1.04]
[0.90, 1.24]
[0.99, 1.01]
[1.00, 1.91]
[0.72, 1.74]
[0.59, 1.72]
[0.67, 1.32]
[0.94, 1.46]
[0.95, 1.07]
[0.86, 1.28]

Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease.
Each level of education is compared to participants who reported having a high school education or less. Condition was coded as 1 = intervention and 0 =
control.
a
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Logistic Regression Effects on Health Decision Making Accuracy for Post-Test Problem 2
Model

Predictor
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Model 1

Intercept
Condition
Male
Model 1 versus null model, χ2(2) = 30.49, p < .001
Model 2
Intercept
Condition
Male
Baseline health decision making
Percent absolute error (PAE)
Math anxiety
Math attitudes
Age
White versus nonwhite
a
Education (bachelors)
a
Education (graduate degree)
a
Education (some college or associates)
Perceived COVID-19 knowledge
Health literacy
Need for cognition
Model 2 versus null model, χ2(14) = 255.79, p < .001

b (SE)
−1.53 (0.12)
0.35 (0.13)
0.64 (0.13)
−2.20
0.40
0.30
0.94
−7.10
−0.08
0.11
0.01
0.05
0.11
−0.11
−0.11
0.01
0.05
0.12

(0.74)
(0.14)
(0.16)
(0.15)
(1.11)
(0.03)
(0.10)
(<0.01)
(0.18)
(0.22)
(0.26)
(0.20)
(0.12)
(0.03)
(0.10)

Z

p

OR [95% CI of OR]

−12.82
2.69
4.95

<.001
.007
<.001

0.22 [0.17, 0.27]
1.41 [1.10, 1.82]
1.89 [1.47, 2.43]

−2.98
2.73
1.90
6.16
−6.41
−2.37
1.17
1.24
0.25
0.49
−0.40
−0.55
0.05
1.55
1.13

.003
.006
.058
<.001
<.001
.018
.242
.215
.801
.624
.686
.584
.959
.122
.259

0.11
1.48
1.35
2.56
<0.01
0.92
1.12
1.01
1.05
1.11
0.90
0.90
1.01
1.06
1.12

[0.03, 0.47]
[1.12, 1.98]
[0.99, 1.85]
[1.90, 3.46]
[<0.01,0.01]
[0.86, 0.99]
[0.93, 1.36]
[1.00, 1.02]
[0.74, 1.49]
[0.73, 1.70]
[0.54, 1.49]
[0.61, 1.32]
[0.80, 1.27]
[0.99, 1.13]
[0.92, 1.37]

Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease.
Each level of education is compared to participants who reported having a high school education or less. Condition was coded as 1 = intervention and 0 =
control.

a

Table E3
Logistic Regression Effects on Whole Number Bias Errors Reported in Strategy Reports for Post-Test Problem 1
Model
Model 1

Predictor

Intercept
Condition
Male
Model 1 versus null model, χ2(2) = 24.01, p < .001
Model 2
Intercept
Condition
Male
Baseline whole number bias
Percent absolute error (PAE)
Math anxiety
Math attitudes
Age
White versus nonwhite
a
Education (bachelors)
a
Education (graduate degree)
a
Education (some college or associates)
Perceived COVID-19 knowledge
Health literacy
Need for cognition
Model 2 versus null model, χ2(14) = 215.44, p < .001

b (SE)

Z

p

OR [95% CI]

−1.32 (0.12)
−0.74 (0.17)
−0.33 (0.16)

−10.63
−4.48
−2.03

<.001
<.001
.042

0.27 [0.21, 0.34]
0.48 [0.34, 0.66]
0.72 [0.52, 0.99]

−1.44
−4.78
−0.18
9.88
2.47
2.38
−0.08
−2.17
−0.82
−1.65
−1.89
−0.89
−1.11
−0.53
−0.84

.151
<.001
.859
<.001
.013
.018
.935
.030
.414
.099
.059
.372
.269
.599
.402

−1.19
−0.90
−0.04
1.88
2.93
0.10
−0.01
−0.01
−0.17
−0.48
−0.76
−0.19
−0.16
−0.02
−0.11

(0.83)
(0.19)
(0.20)
(0.19)
(1.18)
(0.04)
(0.10)
(0.01)
(0.21)
(0.29)
(0.40)
(0.21)
(0.14)
(0.04)
(0.13)

0.30
0.41
0.96
6.53
18.64
1.10
0.99
0.99
0.84
0.62
0.47
0.83
0.86
0.98
0.90

[0.06,
[0.28,
[0.65,
[4.52,
[1.83,
[1.02,
[0.81,
[0.98,
[0.57,
[0.35,
[0.20,
[0.55,
[0.65,
[0.91,
[0.69,

1.53]
0.59]
1.43]
9.53]
189.91]
1.19]
1.21]
1.00]
1.27]
1.08]
0.99]
1.25]
1.13]
1.05]
1.16]

Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease.
Each level of education is compared to participants who reported having a high school education or less. Condition was coded as 1 = intervention and 0 =
control.
a
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Table E4
Logistic Regression Effects on Whole Number Bias Errors Reported in Strategy Reports on Post-Test Problem 2
Model

Predictor
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Model 1

Intercept
Condition
Male
Model 1 versus null model, χ2(2) = 29.38, p < .001
Model 2
Intercept
Condition
Male
Baseline whole number bias
Percent absolute error (PAE)
Math anxiety
Math attitudes
Age
White versus nonwhite
a
Education (bachelors)
a
Education (graduate degree)
a
Education (some college or associates)
Perceived COVID-19 knowledge
Health literacy
Need for cognition
Model 2 versus null model, χ2(14) = 220.66, p < .001

b (SE)

Z

p

OR [95% CI]

−0.87 (0.11)
−0.29 (0.14)
−0.72 (0.14)

−7.95
−2.13
−5.00

<.001
.033
<.001

0.42 [0.34, 0.52]
0.75 [0.57, 0.98]
0.49 [0.37, 0.65]

−1.29
−0.40
−0.56
1.51
3.64
0.06
−0.09
−0.01
−0.24
−0.11
−0.53
−0.25
0.03
0.01
−0.05

−1.79
−2.55
−3.21
9.50
3.57
1.75
−1.06
−2.23
−1.33
−0.47
−1.61
−1.36
0.26
0.45
−0.44

.074
.011
.001
<.001
<.001
.081
.289
.026
.182
.642
.108
.175
.797
.654
.659

(0.73)
(0.16)
(0.18)
(0.16)
(1.02)
(0.03)
(0.09)
(<.01)
(0.18)
(0.24)
(0.33)
(0.18)
(0.12)
(0.03)
(0.11)

0.27
0.67
0.57
4.51
38.20
1.06
0.91
0.99
0.79
0.90
0.59
0.78
1.03
1.01
0.95

[0.07,
[0.49,
[0.40,
[3.31,
[5.17,
[0.99,
[0.76,
[0.98,
[0.56,
[0.56,
[0.30,
[0.55,
[0.81,
[0.95,
[0.77,

1.13]
0.91]
0.80]
6.17]
284.19]
1.14]
1.08]
1.00]
1.12]
1.42]
1.10]
1.12]
1.31]
1.08]
1.18]

Note. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease.
Each level of education is compared to participants who reported having a high school education or less. Condition was coded as 1 = intervention and 0 =
control.

a

WNB in Strategy Reports
For postintervention Problem 1, both when controlling for
gender, b = −0.74, p < .01, OR = 0.48, 95% CI [0.34, 0.66],
and the larger set of covariates, b = −0.90, p < .01, OR = 0.41,
95% CI [0.28, 0.59], those in the intervention group were less
likely to report WNB errors in their strategy reports. In the
simpliﬁed model, females were more likely than males to report
a WNB error, b = −0.33, p = .042, OR = 0.72, 95% CI
[0.52,0.99]. In the model including the full set of covariates,
those who reported a WNB error at pretest relative to those who
did not, younger participants, those with higher PAE, or those
with higher math anxiety were more likely to report a whole
number bias error.

For postintervention Problem 2, both when controlling for gender, b = −0.29, p = .03, OR = 0.75, 95% CI [0.57, 0.98], and
additional covariates, b = −0.40, p = .01, OR = 0.67, 95% CI [0.49,
0.91], those in intervention group were less likely to report WNB
errors in their strategy reports. Similar to health-related math
Problem 1, the likelihood of reporting WNB errors was greater
for females relative to males, in both the simpliﬁed model and the
model including the full set of covariates, for those who reported a
WNB error at pretest relative to those who did not, for younger
participants, or those with higher PAE.
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